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Finite permutation groups of rank 3 such that both the subconstituents have 
rank 3 are classified. This is equivalent to classifying all finite undirected graphs 
with the following property: every isomorphism between subgraphs on at most 
three vertices is a restriction of an automorphism of the graph. 0 1985 Academic Press, 
IIIC. 
1. INTR~DUOTI~N 
The purpose of this paper is to classify all finite, undirected, simple 
graphs with a certain homogeneity property, and simultaneously to prove a 
result about permutation groups. We call a graph k-homogeneous if any 
isomorphism between subgraphs of size at most k is the restriction of an 
automorphism of the graph; a graph is said to be homogeneous if it is k- 
homogeneous for all k E N. Lachlan and Woodrow [ 141 classified coun- 
table homogeneous graphs, and Gardiner [9] classified finite homogeneous 
graphs. Cameron [3] showed that the list of finite S-homogeneous graphs 
is the same as that for homogeneous graphs, and Buczak [2] gave a list of 
all finite 4-homogeneous graphs, using the classification of the finite simple 
groups. In this paper we classify 3-homogeneous graphs; we assume the 
classification of finite simple groups, and we assume also, in Hypothesis 3.4, 
that all rank 3 permutation representations of sporadic groups are known. 
The natural conclusion of this string of results would be a classification of 
rank 3 permutation groups. 
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If r is a 3-homogeneous graph, then its automorphism group Aut r 
must have rank 2 or 3, and each of its subconstituents must also have rank 
2 or 3. The effort of this paper is on the case when Aut r has rank 3, and 
both its subconstituents have rank 3. The early work on such graphs is due 
to Smith [20]. 
All graphs will be finite, undirected, loopless and without multiple edges. 
The parameters n, k, I, A, p, r, s of strongly regular graphs are as defined in 
Cameron, Goethals and Seidel [S]. If r is a graph, then its vertex set is 
VT, and if x E VT then f(x) is the set of neighbours of x in r, and d(x) is 
the complement of (x} u T(x) in VT. The notation for permutation groups 
will be that of Wielandt [23]. An elementary abelian group of dimension m 
over GE’(p) will be written V(m, p) (or sometimes just p”). 
THEOREM 1.1. Let G be a faithful rank 3 permutation group with 
rank 3 subconstituents. Then one of the following holds (assuming 
Hypothesis 3.4): 
(i) G 6 S, WrZ,,, in the product action, with m > 2. 
(ii) PGU(4, q) < G < PTU(4, q) with G having the natural action on 
maximal totally singular subspaces. 
(iii) V(2m, 2) * 52*(2m, 2) < G < V(2m, 2). 0*(2m, 2) acting on the 
points of V(2m, 2) with a quadratic form. 
(iv) G = McL or G = McL.2, acting on the McLaughlin graph of 275 
vertices. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let r be a finite 3-homogeneous graph. Then 
(assuming 3.4) r is isomorphic to one of the following, up to complemen- 
tation: 
(i) a complete graph; 
(ii) a complete multipartite graph, all parts having the same size; 
(iii) the pentagon; 
(iv) th graph on 100 vertices arising from G z HS or G 2 HS ’ 2; 
w the lattice graph L,(m) (whose vertices are ordered pairs 
(1 49 ,“‘, two vertices adjacent tf they differ in just one coordinate ); 
from 
(vi) the graph whose vertices are the maximal totally singular sub- 
spaces of the unitary space on PG(3, q), two vertices adjacent tf the 
corresponding subspaces intersect in a 1 -space. 
(vii) the graph whose vertices are the points of V(2m, 2) under a 
quadratic form of either type, with the zero vector adjacent to the set of non- 
zero singular vectors. 
(viii) the McLaughlin graph on 275 vertices. 
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Remark. In case (vii) with m = 2, the quadratic form of type Sz- yields 
the Clebsch graph on 16 points (Seidel [ 161); that of type Sz + gives the 
complement of the lattice graph L,(4). 
Proof of 1.2 from 1.1. Let G = Aut r. If G has rank 2, then (i) holds. If 
G has rank 3 and is imprimitive, then by Higman [ 111 (ii) holds. If G has 
rank 3 and both its subconstituents have rank 2, then we have (ii) or (iii). 
(For if T(X) is complete, then (x} u T(X) is a component of r, so (ii) 
holds; hence r(x) is null, and d(x) is complete; since x lies in no triangle, 
each y E T(X) lies in no triangle, so r has valency 2.) If G is primitive and 
just one subconstituent has rank 3, then by Theorem 26.1 of Buczak [2], 
case (vii) with the Clebsch graph or case (iv) holds. If both subconstituents 
have rank 3, then Theorem 1.1 gives cases (v), (vi), (vii), and (viii). 
For the rest of the paper, G is a rank 3 group on X with rank 3 sub- 
constituents, and r is the corresponding graph (up to complementation). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Recall Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 of [S]. It is shown that the graph of a 
rank 3 permutation group with rank 3 subconstituents must satisfy (i), (iii), 
or (iv) of [ 5, Theorem 6.21. Let us say that a graph (and the corresponding 
group) is of type A if it satisfies (i), and of type B if it satisfies (iii) or (iv). 
In either case, it is shown in [S] that the eigenvalues r, s of the (0, 1) 
adjacency matrix are integers. If G is of type A, then Theorem 6.1 gives n, k, 
I, 2, p in terms of r, s, and Theorem 6.3 gives further information: note that 
the two subconstituents have a common eigenvalue, and that if r > 0 then 
r - s 3 Y(T + 3). If G is of type B, then n = (Y - s)*, and Theorem 6.4 gives 
further information. 
By Higman [ 111 we may assume throughout that G is primitive. Clearly 
also we may assume that neither T(X) nor d(x) is complete or null, since 
otherwise G would have a doubly transitive subconstituent. Further, if r is 
a rank 3 graph with x E VT, and T(x) is isomorphic to a complete mul- 
tipartite graph with b parts of size a, then r is complete multipartite with 
b + 1 parts of size a. Thus, if one of the subconstituents is imprimitive, then 
we may assume T(x) is a disjoint union of complete graphs. In such a case 
there is a G-invariant generalized quadrangle with point set r, the lines 
being maximal cliques of r. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let x E VT. Then 
(i) either G, acts primitively on T(x), or r is the point graph of a 
generalized quadrangle. 
(ii) G, acts faithfully on each suborbit. 
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Proof: (i) This follows from the preceeding remarks. 
(ii) Suppose that G, had nontrivial kernel K in its action on d(x). If 
K acts transitively on T(X), then either all possible edges exist between 
T(X) and d(x), or no such edges exist; either way, G is imprimitive. Hence 
KrcX) is intransitive, and by (i) its orbits are lines of a generalized 
quadrangle on r. A point of d(x) must be adjacent to a unique point in 
each block of imprimitivity of T(X), which is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 2.2. The subdegrees of G are not equal. 
Proof Suppose instead that k = 1. If G is of type B, then k = I= f = g, 
and it is shown in Theorem 6.4(c) of [S] that the only realisation of this is 
the pentagon. Hence G has type A. Putting k = 1 in the expressions in [5, 
Theorem 6.11 gives 
[(2r+ l)(r-s)-r(r+ l)] [(r-s)+ (2s+ 1) r(r+ l)] =O. 
It can now be shown that at least one of r, s is not an integer, which is 
impossible. 
COROLLARY 2.3. At least one of Gc(“‘, G$x) is primitive. 
Proof. If both subconstituents were imprimitive, then T(X) would be a 
disjoint union of complete graphs, and d(x) would be complete multipar- 
tite. As VT is the point set of a generalized quadrangle, d(x) must be com- 
plete bipartite, and T(X) has two maximal cliques. Further, since points of 
d(x) lie in r-cliques of size at most three, the cliques of T(X) must have 
size two. It follows that [&~)l = I&)[, contrary to Lemma 2.2. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of a group H 
having a faithful primitive rank 3 permutation representation. Then one of the 
following holds: 
(i) N is elementary abelian; 
(ii) H< S, WrZ,, acting on the m2 points of L,(m). 
(iii) H is simple and nonabelian, and C,(N) = 1 (so N is unique and 
N<G<AutN). 
Proof This is a particular case of the O’Nan-Scott theorem (see for 
Exs. 4.1 and 5.1 of Cameron [4]). 
By Proposition 2.4 we may suppose from now on that the minimal nor- 
mal subgroup of the group G is unique, and is elementary abelian or non- 
abelian and simple. The former case is tackled in Section 4, and the latter 
in Sections 5 and 6. 
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3. RANK 3 PERMUTATION REPRESENTATIONS OF SOME FINITE SIMPLE GROUPS 
We list certain known results about rank 3 permutation representations 
of finite simple groups. The parameters of the graphs are mostly listed in 
Hubaut [ 121. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A,,, < H < Aut (A,,,) for m 2 5. If H has a primitive 
rank 3 action, then one of the following holds. 
(i) H acts on 2-subsets of (l,..., m} (degree (7)); 
(ii) m = 6, and H acts on partitions of ( I,..., 6) into three parts of size 
two (degree 15); 
(iii) m = 8, and H acts on partitions of ( I,..., 8 > into two parts of size 
four (degree 35); 
(iv) m=8, and A,rPSL(4,3) acts on the lines of PG (3, 2) 
(degree 155); 
(v) m= 10, and Alo acts on partitions of (l,..., lo} into two parts of 
size five (degree 126). 
Proof See Bannai [ 11. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let N = PSL(m, q) < H < Aut N. Suppose that H acts as 
a primitive rank 3 permutation group on the set X of cosets of K < H. Then 
up to conjugacy under Aut N, one of the following occurs: 
(i) Xisth e set of lines for PSL(m, q), m 2 4; 
(ii) N= PSL(2,4)gPSL(2, 5)rA, and 1x1 = 10, 
N= PSL(2,9)gA, and [XI= 15, 
N= PSL(4,2)%A, and /X1=28, 
N= PT’L(2,8)zSs, and 1x1 = 36; 
(iii) N= PSL(3,4), NnK= A,, and IX/ = 56; 
(iv) N= PSL(4, 3), NnK= PSp(4, 3), and 1x1 = 234. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let A4 be one of the groups Sp(2m - 2, q), Sz * (2m, q), 
Q(2m - 1, q), or SW4 q) f or m 2 3, and q a prime power. Let A4 _a H, 
with H/Z(M) < Aut(M/Z(M)). A ssume that H acts as a primitive rank 3 
permutation group on the set X of cosets of a subgroup K of H. Then at least 
one of the following occurs, up to conjugacy Aut(M/Z(M)): 
(i) X is an M-orbit of singular points; 
(ii) X is an M-orbit of maximal totally singular subspaces, and 
M= SP(~ qh Su(4, q), SV5, q), Q-(6, q), W8, q), or WlO, 4); 
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(iii) X in any M-orbit of nonsingular points, and A4 = SU(2m, 2), 
S2’(2m, 2), SZ’(2m, 3), or Q(2m- 1,3); 
(iv) X is either orbit of nonsingular hyperplanes of A4 = S2(2m - 1,4) 
or M=Q(2m- 1,8) ( h w ere G = rO(2m - 1, 8) in the latter case); 
(v) M=SU(3, 3), KnA4= PSL(3, 2), and [X1=36; 
(vi) M=SU(3, 5), KnM=3-AA,, and 1X1=50; 
(vii) M= SU(4, 3), (Kn M)’ = 4. PSL(3, 4), and [XI = 162; 
(viii) M=Sp(6, 2), K=G,(2), and [XI = 120; 
(ix) M=Q(7, 3), KnM=G,(3), and 1X( =2160; 
(x) M=SU(6, 2), KnM=3*PSU(4, 3)*2, and [XI = 1408 
Proofs of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3. See Kantor and Liebler [13]. Note 
that there are several isomorphisms between members of different families 
of simple groups. 
Remark. The parameters for Theorem 3.3 (iv) are not listed in [ 121. 
For M = S2(2m - 1,4), there are two actions, one on 24m- 5 + 22m-3 points 
(with {r, s} = (22m-4, -22m-3}), the other on 24m-5 - 22m-3 points (with 
{y, ,y} = (22mp3, -22m-4 } ). For M = Q(2m - 1, S), one action has degree 
26m-J +23m-4 (with {r, s} = (23m-5, -23m-4}) and the other has degree 
26m-J723m-4 (with {r, s> = (23m-4, -23mP5}). We are grateful to Chris 
Godsil for recovering this information from Seidel [ 171. 
The following hypothesis has not been checked in all cases, but there 
appears to be great confidence in its truth. Our further results will use 
Hypothesis 3.4. 
HYPOTHESIS 3.4. Let N be a sporadic simple group (including the Tits 
group 2F4(2)‘), with N < H< Aut N. Suppose that H acts as a primitive 
rank 3 permutation group on the set X of cosets of K < H. Then one of the 
following occurs: (i) N=M,, (1x1 =55); (ii) N=M12 ([Xl =66) (two 
actions); (iii) N=M2* (1x1 =77); (iv) N=M22 (1x1 = 176); (v) N=M23 
(1x1 =253) (two actions); (vi) N=M24 ([Xl =276); (vii) N=M24 
(IX] =1288); (viii) N=Suz ([Xl =1782); (ix) N=Co*2 (1x1 =2300); (x) 
N=McL ([Xl =275); (xi) N= HS (1x1 = 100); (xii) N= HJ ([Xl = 100); 
(xiii) N=Ru (1x1 =4060); (xiv) N=Fi,, (IXI=3510); (xv) N=Fi2* 
(lXl=14080); (xvi) N=Fi23 (1X1=31671); (xvii) N=Fi,, (1x1 =137632); 
(xviii) N= Fi24; (xix) N = Fi24 (I XI = 306936). 
Remark. In case (xv) the subdegrees are 3159 and 10920, and the point 
stabiliser is o,(3) .  In case (xvii) the subdegrees are 28431 and 109200, and 
the point stabiliser is D,(3) * S3. We thank Simon Norton for com- 
municating this. 
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THEOREM 3.5. Let H be a rank 3 group such that Hf;‘“J contains a 
classical group PSp, Ps2, or PSU in its natural rank 3 action on singular 
points. Then the action is one of the following: that of Theorem 1.1 (iii); that 
of Theorem 3.3 (iii) with M= 52’ (2m, 2); one of A8 (degree 35), PSU(S, 4) 
(degree 176, acting on an orbit of nonsingular points), McL (degree 275), A 1O 
(degree 126), PQ-(6,3) (degree 126), or Fizz (degree 3510). 
Proof The result is stated in [ 121. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let A4 be an exceptional group of Lie type and of 
characteristic p, possibly containing field or diagonal automorphisms, but not 
containing graph automorphisms. Then any primitive permutation represen- 
tation of degree not divisible by p is parabolic. 
Proof This is due to Tits; (see Seitz [18, 1.61). 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let A4 be an exceptional group of Lie type in charac- 
teristic p, with MA H 6 Aut M. Suppose that H has a rank 3 action of 
degree not divisible by p. Then M= E,(q), and the action is parabolic over 
one of the nodes 1,6 in the Dynkin diagram of Fig. 1. 
Proof Suppose that the action of H is on the set of cosets of a sub- 
group K of H. Let M# be the subgroup of Aut A4 generated by M together 
with its diagonal and field automorphisms, and put M+: = M” n H. By 2.6 
of [S], the group M+ has a (B, N) pair with the same Dynkin diagram as 
M. Now IM+ : K n M+ 1 is coprime to p, so there is a parabolic P’ with 
KnM+<P’<M+ (here i is the corresponding node of the Dynkin 
diagram). Let Pi be the parabolic subgroup of M corresponding to the 
node i. 
We claim that the rank of the action of M+ on cosets of P’ equals the 
rank of the action of M on the cosets of Pi. This is well-known (see, e.g., 
2.6, 2.7, and 2.8 of [S]) and follows from the fact that both ranks are equal 
to the rank of W on the cosets of Wi. (Here W is the Weyl group of M, 
and Wi is obtained from W by deleting the ith node of the Dynkin 
diagram. ) 
It is shown in Buczak [2, Proposition 24.181 that M has a rank 3 
parabolic action if and only if Mr E,(q) and the parabolic subgroup 
corresponds to one of the nodes 1, 6 of Fig. 1. Hence we may assume that 
H&M+. 
‘=-i-= 
2 
FIGURE 1 
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It follows from a theorem of Steinberg ([21 and 22)) that H contains a 
graph automorphism a of M. Hence M is one of the groups G,(q), I;b(q), 
or E,(q). The group G,(q) can be eliminated by the main result of Shi 
WI- 
Since a has order 2, 1 H:M+ ) = 2. Hence either the action of M+ on 
cosets of K n M+ has rank 4 (with two equal subdegrees), or it has rank 5 
(with two pairs of equal subdegrees). 
If MzFF,(q) then KnM+ 6 P’ nP’” < M+, where P.+ and P.+” are 
parabolics corresponding to different nodes. A calculation in the’ Weyl 
group of 1;4 shows that M+ has rank greater than 5 on cosets of 2” n P’“, 
contradicting the last paragraph. 
If Mr E,(q), then the argument of the last paragraph shows that i is one 
of the nodes 2,4 in Fig. 1. If i = 2, then by Lemma 5.1 of Cooperstein [7], 
the action of M+ on cosets of P’ has rank 5 with the subdegrees all dis- 
tinct, which is a contradiction. Hence i = 4, and the parabolic action of M+ 
has rank equal to that of the Weyl group W on cosets of W4. Since 
Wr2. Q-(6,2) (see [2]) and W,rS,xS,xS,, this rank is greater than 
five, which is impossible. 
4. THE ELEMENTARY ABELIAN CASE 
In this section we suppose that the minimal normal subgroup of G is 
elementary abelian of the form V( t, p), where p is a prime. Now G = 
V( t, p) . G,, where x E ‘VT and G, is an irreducible subgroup of GL( t, p). 
LEMMA 4.1. If G has socle V( t, p), then p = 2. 
Proof. Suppose first that p > 3. We label the vertices of r with vectors 
in V(t, p). Without loss of generality T(x) contains at least two linearly 
independent vectors and at least two linearly dependent vectors. It follows 
that Gc(“) is imprimitive, and that the cliques of T(x), all of which have the 
same size, are l-dimensional subspaces. The induced action on the blocks 
of T(x) is 2-transitive. By Corollary 2.3 the group Gitx) is primitive, so 
d(x) contains a unique point of each l-space. Hence Gttx) is 2-transitive, 
contrary to our assumption. 
If p = 3, then the above argument shows k = Z, contrary to Theorem 2.2. 
Hence p = 2. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. If G has elementary abelian socle, then we have case 
(iii) of Theorem 1.1. 
Proof. Suppose that G has socle V( t, 2). By Lemma 2.1, G, acts 
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faithfully on both orbits. By Lemma 2.2, it follows that the socle of G, is 
not elementary abelian. Hence, by Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 2.4, the 
socle of G, is unique, and is a nonabelian simple group. We distinguish the 
cases. 
Case (i) A, < G,<Aut(A,) for some m > 5. By Lemma 2.2 and 
Theorem 3.1, we have m = 8 or m = 10. Since n is a power of 2, we must 
have m = 8, with A8 having its actions of degree 28 and 35. However, as 
A, E PQ * (6, 2), this is just a realization of Theorem 1.1 (iii). 
Case (ii) The socle A4 of G, is a classical group in characteristic 2. In 
this case, just one of the subdegrees is even, and by Theorem 3.5 the odd 
subdegree corresponds to a parabolic action. 
If M = PSL(m, 2”), then either m 2 4 and one action is parabolic on lines 
or m = 4, and (as PSL(4, q) z PSZ + (6, q)) the parabolic action is that of 
PSZ + (6, 2”) on singular points. Theorem 3.5 eliminates the latter case 
(apart from when a = 1, which is Theorem 1.1 (iii)). In the former case, we 
have m = 4 and a = 1 (since for m > 4, or for m = 4 and a > 1, there would 
only be one rank 3 action for G,). As PSL(4, 2) z A*, this case was covered 
in (i) above. 
If M is one of the other classical groups, then by Theorem 3.5 we may 
suppose that its parabolic action is one of those in Theorem 3.3 (ii). We 
check only the cases when M= PSZ +( 82”) or A4 = PSZ + (10,2”), the other 
cases being similar. The action of PQ +( 8, 2”) on maximal totally singular 
subspaces is like its action on points, so Theorem 3.5 eliminates this. If 
M= Ps2+( 10,2”) then a = 1, and the other action is on an orbit of non- 
singular points. We find that n is not a power of 2. 
Case (iii). The minimal normal subgroup M of G, is a classical group of 
odd characteristic. Clearly Aut M has order at least 2’- ‘. We use the 
bounds of Landazuri and Seitz [ 151 on the minimal degree of a projective 
representation in characteristic other than p of a group of Lie type of 
characteristic p. If M= PSL(m, q) with m > 2, then by [ 15) we have 
t-l>q”-’ - 1, whence Aut( PSL(m, q)) > 2”-‘-2, which is always false 
(except for PSL(3, 3), which has no rank 3 actions). The group M cannot 
be of the form PSL(2, q), since these have rank 3 actions of at most one 
degree. Very similar arguments handle the other classical groups of Lie 
tY Pea 
Case (iv). The minimal normal subgroup M of G, is an exceptional group 
of characteristic 2. By Propositions 3.6 and 3.7 we must have A4 = E,(2”), 
one action being parabolic. We suppose without loss that the parabolic 
action is on T(X). 
First, we assume that G is of type B, and that it realizes part (iii) of [S, 
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6.21. Then s = s1 = -q3 - 1, and k = (q12 - l)(q9 - l)/(q4 - l)(q - 1). By 
Theorem 6.4 of [S] we have 
k = r(r - s + 1). 
A substitution of the above values of s and k gives a quadratic equation for 
Y. Since r is an integer, the discriminant is a square. The discriminant is 
congruent to 8 mod q, so q < 8. For q < 8, the discriminant turns out to be 
non-square, a contradiction. A similar argument shows that G cannot be of 
type B, part (iv). 
Suppose now that G is of type A. By [S, 6.21, either r = rl = r2 or 
s=s =s 1 2. If r = rl = r2, then r = q4(q5 - l)/(q - 1) - 1. By [S, 6.31 
s1 = $[r’ + 2r + s], 
whence we have 
SE -(q4s)2e2q3- 1. 
Substitution of these values of r, s into the expression for k of [S, 6.11 
gives an expression of k as the quotient of two polynomials in q. The 
numerator has leading term 2q4’, and the denominator has leading term 
2q16. It can be checked that this is not compatible with the equation 
k=((112- lNq9- 1) 
(q4- WI- 1) 
given in [lo]. The dual possibility for case A, when s = s1 = s2, is 
eliminated similarly. Note that in the dual case we have 
r1 = i(s’ + 2s + r). 
Case (v) The minimal normal subgroup M of G, is an exceptional group of 
odd characteristic. We apply the bounds of Landazuri and Seitz [15]. 
Since jG,l > 2’-‘, the Only possibilities are M= G,(3) or ii4 = 2G2(3)‘. It is 
shown in [ 193 that any rank 3 action of G,(3) has degree 351, so 
Lemma 2.2 eliminates that case. As 2G2(3)’ z PSL(2, 8), this case is already 
covered. 
Case (vi) The minimal normal subgroup M of G, is a sporadic simple 
group. In this case, a group of automorphisms of a sporadic group must 
have two rank 3 actions of different degrees. Assuming Hypothesis 3.4, the 
only possibilities are M22 (degrees 77 and 176), M24 (1288,276), Fi22 
(3510, 14080), and Fi23 (3 1671, 137632). In each of these cases n would fail 
to be a power of 2. 
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5. THE ALTERNATING AND CLASSICAL CASES 
For the rest of this paper N will denote the socle of G, which by 
Proposition 4.2 we may suppose to be nonabelian and simple. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. The socle N of G is not an alternating group. 
Proof: This follows by inspection of the cases in Theorem 3.1. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. If the socle N of G is a classical group of Lie type, 
then N = PSU(4, q) in its action on maximal totally singular subspaces, and 
PGU( 4, q) 6 G d PXJ(4, q). 
ProoJ: It is noted in Smith [20] that PGU(4, q) realizes the required 
action. 
Suppose Hurst that N = PSL(m, q). If the action of N is that on lines (so 
m 24) then we may suppose two vertices to be adjacent whenever the 
correspond.ing lines meet. Fix a line X. Then the lines of T(X) fall into two 
blocks, each block being the set of lines through a particular point of X. 
Thus T(X) is a disjoint union of complete graphs, each clique being a 
block. This contradicts the fact that projective space contains triangles. 
The case when N = PSL(m q) is isomorphic to an alternating group, and 
acts on a triangle graph, was considered in Proposition 5.1. If 
N = PSL(3,4) in its action of degree 56, then by Hubaut [ 121 we have 
2 = 0, so one of the subconstituents is 2-transitive. By Theorem 3.2, the 
only remaining case is when N = PSL(4, 3) in its action of degree 243. Now 
NnG,zPPSp(4, 3)rPQ(5, 3)zPps2-(6, 2); by Theorem 3.3, the possible 
subdegrees are 36, 40, 45, and no two of these have sum 242. 
Next, suppose that G satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3.3. If the 
rank 3 action is that of a classical group on totally singular points, then 
both subconstituents are imprimitive (the blocks being lines) contrary to 
Corollary 2.3. 
In Theorem 3.3 (ii) the groups PSU(4, q) and PQ - (6, q) (which are 
isomorphic) are subgroups of permutation groups which do realize the 
required action. The graphs arising from the actions of PSp(4, q) or 
PSZ + (8, q) on an orbit of maximal totally singular subspaces are 
isomorphic to those arising from their actions on singular points, so the 
last paragraph eliminated these cases. Suppose that N = PSU(5, q) or 
N = PO + (10, q), acting on maximal totally singular subspaces. In these 
cases n # (r - s)~, so G is not of type B. By checking the parametric con- 
ditions in [5, 6.11, we can show that G is not of type A. 
The other possibilities in Theorem 3.3 are all eliminated by numerical 
arguments. For example, suppose that G is an orthogonal group acting as 
in Theorem 3.3 (iv). Then n # (r - s)~, so G is of type A. By [ 5,6.1] we 
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have (r - s) 2 Y(T + 3), where r > s > 0. This does not hold here. Note that 
Theorem 3.3 (vii) is eliminated in [20]. 
6. THE SPORADIC AND EXCEPTIONAL CASES 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.1, we show that the socle of G can- 
not be a sporadic group or an exceptional group of Lie type. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Assuming Hypothesis 3.4, if the socle of G is sporadic, 
then it is the McLaughlin group of degree 275. 
ProoJ All the parameters of the sporadic actions of Hypothesis 3.4 are 
known. It is easily checked that no others can be of type A or type B. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. The socle N of G is not an exceptional group of Lie 
type- 
Proox Suppose instead that N is an exceptional group over GF(q), 
where q =p”. If p does not divide the degree n, then by Propositions 3.6 
and 3.7, Nz&(q) in its parabolic action. In this case, the action cannot be 
of type B, since (by [ 12)) we have n # (r - s)~. Similarly, the action cannot 
be of type A (this is shown by substituting the values for r, s into the 
expression for n given in 6.1 of [ 51). 
Hence pin, so at least one of the subdegrees is not divisible by p. Let M 
be the socle of G,. By Proposition 2.4 and Lemma 2.2, A4 is a nonabelian 
simple group. We run through the possibilities: 
Case (i) A4 is an alternating group. Since Hubaut [ 12, 3761 has deter- 
mined all rank 3 extensions of A, or S, acting on 2-sets, neither of the 
subconstituents can be of this form. Hence, by Theorem 3.1 we would have 
Mr AS, with actions of degrees 35 and 155. Now the action of degree 35 is 
the same as the action of PQ + (6,2) on singular points, so Theorem 3.5 
eliminates this. 
Case (ii) M is a sporadic group. Since G, has two rank 3 actions of dif- 
ferent degrees, M must be o.ne of M,, , M24, Fiz2, or Fi23. For M,, we 
would have n = 1 + 77 + 176 = 254; hence G would be of type A, and 
(without loss of generality), we may suppose that r > 0 > s. Hence 
r=r =r 1 2 = 2, and (sI, s2} = ( -6, -s>. By [S, 6.31 we have 
sl = +(r2 + 2r + s), 
so s E ( -20, -44). This contradicts the equation s1 + s2 = r + s of [S, 6.21. 
If M= M24 then the group G could not be of type B, since n = 1565 is not a 
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perfect square; also G could not be of type A, since the graphs of the sub- 
constituents do not share an eigenvalue. Similar arguments eliminate the 
two Fischer groups. 
Case (iii) A4 is a classical group of characteristic p. By Proposition 3.6, 
at least one of the rank 3 actions of G, must be parabolic. Suppose 
M = PSL(m, pb). The cases involving an isomorphism with an alternating 
group were handled above. We cannot have M = PSL(4,3) with one action 
of degree 1210 (parabolic) and the other of degree 234, since 3 does not 
divide n. The remaining case is when M = PSL(4, q) g PQ + (6, q), and the 
actions are on lines (as PSL(4, q)) or on singular points or an orbit of non- 
singular points (as Ps2 + (6, q)). By Theorem 3.5, the actions are on lines 
and on an orbit of nonsingular points, so q = 2 or q = 3. If q = 2, then the 
degrees of the actions are 35 and 28, and if q = 3 then the degrees are 1210 
and 117. The former was handled in (i) above, and the latter fails as 
3/l + 1210 + 117. 
Of the remaining cases, we check the details for M = PSp(2m, pb) and 
M= PO +(2m, pb), and omit the remaining cases, which are similar. By 
Theorem 3.5, if M = PSp(2m, pb), then the parabolic action is that of 
PSp(4, pb) or PSZ-(6,2) on maximal totally singular subspaces (since 
PSp(4, 3) = PQ-(6, 2)). If the latter occurs, then the other action must be 
that of PSU(4,2) or PQ-( 6,2) or PQ( 5, 3) (all isomorphic) on an orbit of 
nonsingular points; thus n = 1 + 45 + 40 or n = 1 + 45 + 36, and 3jn, which 
is impossible. Hence the parabolic action of A4 is that of PSp(4, q) on 
maximal totally singular subspaces, with q # 3. There is in this case no 
possible other action for M, apart from those eliminated by Theorem 3.5. 
If M = PsZ+ (2m, p”), then by Theorem 3.5 we have m = 4 or m = 5, with 
one action on maximal totally singular subspaces. The other action must 
be that of PSZ + (2m, 2) or PQ + (2m, 3) on an orbit of nonsingular points. 
We cannot have M = PQ’(8, 3) or M = PQ+( 10, 3), since in these cases 
3jn, contrary to Proposition 3.6. If A4 = PQ +(6, 2)), then the action of G 
cannot be of type B, since for type B groups n is a square (and the sub- 
degrees are 567 and 496); it cannot be of type A, since the two actions of M 
do not have a common eigenvalue. If A4 = PsZ’(8,2) then n = 256. The 
classification of subgroups of nonabelian simple groups of prime power 
index, given in Guralnick [lo], eliminates this case. 
Case (v) M is an exceptional group of characteristic p1 # p. All the 
exceptional groups in characteristic p have projective representations over 
fields of characteristic p of degree at most 248 (or at most 56, if E, is 
excluded). Hence, by the bounds of Landazuri and Seitz [ 151, only small 
classical groups need be considered for M. We check the cases when 
M= PSL(m, ql) or M= PQ(2m + 1, ql), where q1 = p:. 
If M= PSL(m, ql), then the only cases to check are when m = 4, the 
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actions being that on lines, that of PSL(4, 3) of degree 234, and that of 
PSZ + (6,2) or PsZ+ (6,3) on an orbit of nonsingular points. As 
PSL(4,2)rA,, this case was covered in (i), so we suppose that 
M = PSL(4,3), the action being of degree 234, degree 1210 (parabolic on 
lines), or degree 117 (on an orbit of nonsingular points of Ps2 + (6, 3)). For 
the three cases we have n = 1444, n = 1328, or n = 352. By the Lan- 
dazuri-Seitz bounds, N is one of &, E,, E,, *Eg, *F4, or 3D,. It can be 
checked that none of these groups has a subgroup G, of such index with 
PSL(4,3) 6 G, < Aut(PSL(4, 3)). 
IfN=PS2(2m+l,q,)withq,odd,thenby[15]wehavem=2orm=3. 
If q1 is even, then q1 = 2 and m < 5. By Theorems 3.3 and 3.5 the only 
possibility in M = PQ(5, 3), the actions being two from the following: on 
an orbit of nonsingular points (degrees 45 and 36, eigenvalues 3 and - 3 
for each action); as P@(4,3) on maximal totally singular subspaces 
(degree 40, eigenvalues 2 and - 4). Of these, the only possible combination 
is that of the two orbits on nonsingular points as a type A action; this fails 
both of the conditions s1 + s2 = r + s and y1 + r2 = Y + s, one of which is 
imposed by [S, 6.21. 
Case (vi) M is an exceptional group of characteristic p. Now by 
Propositions 3.6 and 3.7, we have A4 = I&(q), and one of the actions must 
be parabolic. Since this action had degree congruent to one mod p, we 
have p = 2. The argument in Case (iv) of the proof of Proposition 4.2 
eliminates this. 
Case (viii) M is an exceptional group of characteristic p, # p. Again, we 
apply the Landazuri-Seitz bounds. Since N has a projective representation 
in characteristic p of degree at most 248, it follows that A4 is one of the 
following groups: *F,(2)‘, G,(q) (for q< 3, 2G,(3)‘, *B2(z3), *B2(2’). Of 
these we eliminate *G*(3)’ and the simple group normalized by G,(2), since 
these are isomorphic to classical groups, and also *F,(2)‘, since according 
to Hypothesis 3.4 this has no rank 3 permutation representations. The 
results of [ 191 ensure M & G,(3) and A4 & G,(5). If MZG2(4), then by 
[15] the group N is of type *E, or E,; but now IG,l < $G:G,I, which is 
impossible. Similarly, M # 2B2(25). Finally, suppose that A4 = 282(23). Then 
IG,l 6 3 * 26(26 + l), so IGI < 32211(26 + l)*. By checking the possibilities for 
N, this forces N = G,(3); but by [ 191 351 is the only possible degree of a 
rank 3 action of a group H with G,(3) < H < Aut(G,(3)), and we could not 
have n = 351, since 351. IG,l < /GI. 
Note added in proof: We add a note about the case when Gc(‘) is imprimitive, i.e. (by 
Lemma 2.1), when r is the point graph of a generalised quadrangle. If G, has classical socle, 
then by Theorems 11.2 and 11.3 there are three points on each line; hence IT(x)1 < 10, and 
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this can be eliminated directly. 
groups being easily handled). 
The following cases remain (the sporadics and alternating 
(i) G has abelian socle V( t, 2), and G, has abelian socle V(c, p) (with p # 2), 
(ii) G has exceptional socle N, and G, has abelian socle V(c, p). 
In each case, by Corollary 2.3, Id(x)1 = p”, and by Lemma 2.2, V(c, p) is intransitive on T(x). 
Thus if Oi,..., Od are the orbits of V(c, p) on T(x), then each OiU {x} is a line through x in 
the quadrangle. Thus IOil = p” for some a E fV and (counting lines between T(x) and d(x)) 
d= p”-2”+ 1. 
Case (i). Standard bounds for generalised quadrangles give p” d p2(r-2a), so a < 245. Let 
x be the zero vector of V( t, 2), and let Ki (for i = l,..., d) be the kernel of the action of V(c, p) 
on 0,. Then Ki # { 1 } (since otherwise c = a, contradicting a d 2c/5) and K, has no fixed points 
on r(O)\Oi (since Go is faithful on r(O), and 2-transitive on the lines through 0). Also, K, has 
no fixed points on d(0). Hence, if u, u E 0, u { 0}, then u + v  E 0,u { 0}, so each 0,u (0) is a 
subspace. 
Now suppose UE 0, and UE 0, (with i#j). I f  u+ued(O), then K,n K,= {l}; since 
1 Kil = p’ -*, we have c 6 2u, contradicting a < 2c/5. Hence (0) u r(O) is also a subspace of 
v(t, 2). Thus IW-J)u {O)l, 101 u {O}l are both powers of 2, so 2 I p, a contradiction. 
Case (ii). Let N have rank t and characteristic p, . Clearly p, # p, and also V(c, p) < 
G, n N. The group G, acts 2-transitively on { O1 ,..., O,}, so GVo, n N acts semiregularly on 
(0 2,..., 0,} (and non-trivially, by checking bounds). Thus p I (G,o, n N)/V(c, p)I , so N has a 
non-abelian Sylow p-subgroup. Hence by 5.19 of [24], p I 1 WI, where W is the Weyl group of 
N. Hence p < 7. Furthermore, the p-rank of N is at most t, so c < t. Given these reductions, 
routine calculation eliminates this case. 
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